
I’m going to try to be as spoiler free as possible. With that said, in order to explain
how to unlock everything I can’t really keep it that way. So after the spoiler free
unlocks are out of the way, a separate page will be added for spoiler stuff.

READ THAT SECTION AT YOUR OWN RISK

I also get that a fair portion of this will be on the wiki but having everything
condensed like this can be useful for some.

Now let’s jump in shall we?

Medallions:

Soul Medal: Conquest ≥ 15 or Reign + Conquest = 25
Champion Medal: Reign ≥ 15 or Reign + Conquest = 25
King Medal: Conquest ≥ 25 or Reign + Conquest = 40
Apostle Medal: Reign ≥ 25 or Reign + Conquest = 40
God Medal: Reign +Conquest ≥ 65
Tail Medal: Reign +Conquest ≥ 90 or Cleared all 3 routes (Normal, Law, Chaos)
Madness Medal: Complete all 3 routes (Normal, Law, Chaos), clear Battle Royale at

least once on Hard or above, and while in Fate mode clear the game with a
berserk difficulty selected (either story or battle royale works)

Routes:

Law Route: Law ≥ 20 and Conquest ≤ 29 (Having more than 30 Conquest locks you
into the Chaos route, hence the ≤ Keep in mind that you only need less than 30
Conquest. Having a Conquest of 0 will still get you into the Law Route)

Chaos Route: Conquest ≥ 20

Characters:

Fenrir: 2 Affection by the end of Thor’s chapter (Ally with her at the start of the
chapter and select the ‘Use Force’ choice when you conquer her forces for an
easy 2 affection points)(Otherwise you get Affection at Mingle 20 and 40)

Jorm: 2 Affection by the end of Rigret’s chapter (Need to fight the golems when
prompted during the story section where she appears and chase after her when
you defeat all of her forces)(will also stay regardless of affection levels if either
of the other 2 sisters is also recruited)(Scenes that give Affection are at 10 and
40 Mingle, hence why it is better to invade Rigret’s area later on as you’ll likley
have one of the other 2 sisters)

Hel: 2 Affection by the end of Odin’s chapter (choose not to ally with Hel at the start
of chapter and after conquering her forces, choose ‘Show their power’ for an
easy 2 Affection points)(Otherwise Mingle 10 and 20 give Affection)

Disir: Recruit the 3 demon sisters and be on the Law route. Cooperate with the
Reaper when prompted. (Demon sisters may also need to be Affection 6 or
higher, not sure on this)



Titles:

In order to get Heroine Title scenes, you need to have them at 99 Mingle with at
least 3 Affection. This means you need to not only Mingle with them but
Mesmerize/Train them as well as most Affection points come fromMesmerize/Train.
They must also NOT be corrupted. Corrupting them locks you out of the Title select
scene. After viewing the Title selecting scene they will be unable to be corrupted.

The Demon Sisters Titles are tied to their specific ending
Loki’s Title is unlocked by completing the Law Route
Hved’s Title is unlocked after completing the Chaos Route
Garm’s Title is unlocked by completing the game once
Fena gets differing Titles based on the ending you get
Menia gets her Title by achieving her ending on the Chaos route

Endings:

Heroines(Pure or Corrupted and Demon Sisters): 6 Affection or higher (Demon
Sisters share one ending and thus all need to be 6 or higher)

Fena: 9 Affection and on the Law Route
Menia: Fena with 8 Affection and on the Chaos Route
Harem End: All cast 6 Affection or higher on the Chaos Route
Chaos Route Hidden End: Turn each Goddess into a Mad Goddess



Spoiler Section!
Characters:

Ymir: Complete the Normal route
Farba: Complete the Law Route
Menia: Complete either Law or Chaos Route
Surt: Complete the Chaos Route
Sinmara: Complete Very Hard or above on Battle Royale mode
True Odin: Complete Nidhogg or above on Battle Royale mode
Young Surt: Berserk 1 Cleared on Nidhogg
Loki’s Title ‘The Absolute’: Berserk 2 Cleared on Nidhogg
Hved’s Title ‘The Absolute’: Berserk 3 Cleared on Nidhogg
Berserk 4??? Unable to Figure out what is unlocked, though something should be.

New Scenes:

All new scenes provide an awakening bonus to the corresponding character granting
a few skill changes/improvements

Fena: Complete the Law Route with 12 Affection (Improved Version of her Law
Title as well)

Jorm: Affection 6+ with at least 20 Conquest points
Tyrca: Affection 7+ on the Law Route (Must be Pure)
Thor: Affection 7+ and at least 20 Reign (Must be Pure) (Unlocks new Thor Unit)
Rigret: Affection 7+ and at least 20 Reign (Must be Pure)(Unlocks new Rigret Unit)
Odin: Affection 7+ and at least 20 Reign (Must be Pure)(Unlocks new Odin Unit)


